Abstract. Registration of diffusion tensor (DT) images is indispensible, especially in white-matter studies involving a significant amount of data. This task is however faced with challenging issues such as the generally low SNR of diffusion-weighted images and the relatively high complexity of tensor representation. To improve the accuracy of DT image registration, we design an attribute vector that encapsulates both tract and tensor information to serve as a voxel morphological signature for effective correspondence matching. The attribute vector captures complementary information from both the global connectivity structure given by the fiber tracts and the local anatomical architecture given by the tensor regional descriptors. We incorporate this attribute vector into a multi-scale registration framework where the moving image is warped to the space of the fixed image under the guidance of tract information at a more global level (coarse scales), followed by alignment refinement using regional tensor distribution features at a more local level (fine scales). Experimental results indicate that this framework yields marked improvement over DT image registration using volumetric information alone.
Introduction
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) plays a vital role in the understanding of water diffusion patterns of brain tissues, providing an effective means for mapping brain structural circuitry in vivo. Water molecules are more likely to diffuse along directions tangential to the axons than directions orthogonal to the myelin sheaths. Harnessing this unique diffusion pattern allows tracing of the neuronal trajectories, and hence mapping of brain connectivity.
To make possible the comparison between individual DT images, proper spatial normalization of these images to a common space is often required. The task of DTI registration, however, is more challenging than scalar image registration. Tensors, unlike scalars, live in a space with higher dimensions that requires more complicated metrics for their effective quantification. Moreover, normalizing the DT images to a common space involves an additional step of tensor reorientation for preserving the consistency of local diffusivity pattern. Several DTI registration methods have been reported in the literature. Since scalar image registration (e.g., T1 weighted MR image) has been relatively well studied, a straightforward approach is to directly port state-of-the-art scalar registration algorithms for use of DT images. For example, Park et. al. [1] propose a multi-channel strategy for DTI registration by leveraging complementary information from several scalar images. In [2] , tensor reorientation is explicitly incorporated in the registration optimization function. Yeo et. al. [3] utilize the Finite Strain (FS) differential for constructing a fast diffeomorphic DTI registration algorithm. For the purpose of DTI registration, various tensor similarity/dissimilarity measures have been explored [4] . Examples include mutual information [5] , symmetrized Kullback-Leibler (sKL) divergence [6] , and Geodesic-Loxodromes [7] .
An image voxel can be represented by its attribute vector, which is essentially a vector grouping together a set of features giving descriptive and possibly distinctive information about the voxel. The effectiveness of attribute vector has been demonstrated in the registration of both scalar images and DT images. Yang et. al. [8] , for instance, use prolateness, oblateness, and sphericity as the tensor attributes. In [9] , a more sophisticated form of attribute vector, composing of statistical features (local mean and variance), geometrical features (edge information, and tensor principal diffusivity), is used.
Tractography, another important topic in DTI studies, streamlines fibers in the white matter (WM) and reveals neural pathways communicating individual brain regions [10] . These fibers can be grouped into bundles or tracts, each of which contains fibers with similar structural and functional characteristics. Bundles are more reproducible and consistent across subjects [11] , hence suggesting their usages to guide registration of DT images. An early approach can be found in [12] , where a carefully designed linear operator is iterated over the FA maps to detect bundles occurring as tubular or sheet-like structures, generating feature maps that can be used for registration using a scalar image registration method. In [13] , correspondences between images are identified via tractography clustering using a polyaffine transformation to describe the deformation field.
In this paper, we design a multi-scale DTI registration framework that leverages attribute vectors for capturing both tract and tensor information. Registration is formulated as minimizing the overall difference between the attribute vectors of a pair of images. We further decompose the registration framework into two consecutive stages, each of which utilizes a different scale of features. In the first (coarse) stage, the moving image will be deformed to the fixed image under the guidance of tract derived features. Then the deformation field is transferred to the next (fine) stage and refined by using tensor related features. Details of the algorithm are provided in Section 2. Experimental results in Section 3 show that the proposed method yields improved performance in terms of registration accuracy.
Method
In the following, we will firstly brief the complete registration framework for DT images proposed in this paper (Section 2.1). Then, we will give details on the two registration stages in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively.
Algorithm Framework
In tractography, fibers are streamlined by sequentially tracing the principal diffusion directions of neighboring tensors. The generated fibers can be grouped into bundles according to their topologies and anatomical properties. To register a pair of DT images, two criteria are enforced: (1) tensors with similar local features and (2) fiber tracts with identical anatomical properties should both be matched across the images. We denote the attribute vector of voxel as a x a B x , a T x , where a B x and a T x incorporate features derived from the tracts and tensors, respectively. The elements in a B x describe the relationship between a specific bundle and voxel . In particular, each element of a B x corresponds to a bundle and can be set if the voxel is incorporated by the bundle; otherwise it is left unset. More details about a B x are provided in Section 2.2. Elements of a T x represent the tensor features computed from and its local neighborhood [9] . The registration of a fixed image and a moving image is cast as a problem of minimizing the overall distances, B , for tract derived features and T , for the tensor derived features, with a certain smooth constraint imposed on the deformation field .
Multi-scale strategy is commonly used in image registration, owing to its effectiveness in avoiding local minima that often result in suboptimal solutions in high-dimensional optimization problems. Different anatomical structures are best represented at their appropriate scales. For instance, fiber bundles reflect brain connectivity and give structural information at a more global scale than an individual voxel or its adjacent neighborhood. Based on this observation, we minimize the two distances B , and T , separately at different scales, decomposing the registration problem into two consecutive stages -the tract-guided stage and the tensor-guided stage. The tract-guided stage provides a coarse estimation of deformation field for further refinement in the tensor-guided stage. A flow chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . More details on the tract-guided stage and tensor-guided stage are given in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively. 
Tract-Guided Registration
For tract-guided registration of a pair of DT images, tractography is first applied to the images independently to yield two separate sets of fibers. After bundles are detected, the goal of registration is then to align the corresponding bundles of different images. As in Ziyan et. al. [13] , bundle correspondence resulting from tractography clustering is utilized to guide DTI registration. However, spatial variation of fibers can be large, due to (1) the intrinsic complexity of brain anatomy; (2) the limited SNR in DTI scans; and (3) additional errors introduced by tractography algorithms. Especially in the case of DTI where fiber crossings cannot be modeled correctly, many fibers might be prematurely terminated. Correspondence between bundles in these situations is hence unreliable.
We take a different approach and use representations of a subset of easily identifiable tracts to help guide registration. Specifically, we have selected the corpus callosum (CC), the left/right thalamus radiata (TR), and the left/right corticospinal tracts (CST) as the driving bundles, since they traverse a large portion of the brain and represent the major WM pathways. The high reproducibility of these bundles [11] allows us to estimate their correspondences between images more reliably.
To identify the bundles, we warp the JHU WMPM [14] atlas (referred to as the "atlas" for simplicity) to the spaces of the fixed and the moving DT images by registration of the FA maps. ROIs corresponding to the selected bundles are used to determine the fiber bundles. Specifically, within the ROI for each bundle, we identify the core of the bundle by locating the voxels with fiber traversing density greater than a specified threshold. The qualified voxels form the set of bundle seeds, which we will use to generate the bundle pattern by allowing the seeds to diffuse along the underlying fibers. The bundle diffusion mechanism is explained with more details in the following. The elements of the attribute vector a B x derived from the diffused bundle patterns are corresponding to individual bundles and used for registration.
Bundle Diffusion
Bundle diffusion is initiated at the seed voxels and proceeds along the underlying fibers. For this purpose, we have adopted the fast marching (FM) method [15] . In Fig.  2 , for instance, the fibers traversing this region (in the horizontal direction) are represented by the light blue strips. The seed region is represented by the dark red area, which is circled by the green dashed curve. In the diffusion process, the interface of the seed region propagates outward to generate the pattern after a certain amount of time, as shown in Fig. 2 . For each voxel location , x records the time when the voxel is traversed by the evolving interface. At each point on the interface, the diffusion always proceeds along the surface normal. The diffusion velocity x at location is calculated by integrating the total contributions of fibers passing through . The contribution of each fiber is equal to the cosine of the angle between the tangential direction of the fiber and the normal direction of the evolving interface. By iteratively solving the Eikonal equation =1 in FM, the propagation of the region interface can be simulated numerically and the bundle pattern can thus be acquired. For corresponding tracts in both the fixed and the moving images, we allow the diffusion to last for an equal amount of time. We then reverse the sign of the traversing times and scale all values to the range of [0, 1]. Hence, seed voxels have a value of 1, which gradually decreases to zero at the stopping interface of . Two real examples of the diffused bundles patterns are also shown in Fig. 1.   Fig. 2 . Starting from the seed points within the green dashed circle, the interface propagates outward to generate the bundle pattern . Each point in the space is colored according to the interface traversing time (sign-inverted and linearly scaled to [0, 1]).
Bundle-Derived Attribute Vector and Registration
To register the fixed image and the moving image , we attempt to match the attribute vector a B x of both images. We define that the i-th entry of the attribute vector a B x records the value from the diffused pattern of the i-th bundle. Thus the length of the attribute vector a x is equal to the number of bundles used to guide registration. The term B , captures the overall Euclidean distance between tract-derived attribute vectors of both images, and can be minimized iteratively. In each iteration, the increment of the deformation is estimated as [16] :
where enforces the constraint that should be infinitesimal with respect to , and the term (with its transpose is:
Based on (1) and (2), the deformation increment is estimated to refine the deformation iteratively. The deformation is updated based on the composition rule exp in order to keep the generated deformation diffeomorphic. Upon estimating the deformation field, we reorient the tensors using the method described in [17] . The deformation output by the tract-guided stage here will be transferred to the following tensor-guided stage for more refinement.
Tensor-Guided Registration
Using tract-guided registration as initialization, further refinement to the estimated deformation is performed using tensor features. To this end, we have adopted the approach described in [9] . Specifically, tensor features, including regional features (means and variances), edge features (tensor edges and FA map edges), and geometrical features (FA values and principal diffusivities), are extracted for each voxel and incorporated into the attribute vector component a T x . A subset of voxels with distinctive attribute vectors is detected to drive the correspondence matching.
Thin-Plate Splines (TPS) is then used to generate a dense deformation field based on the estimated displacements of the driving voxels. Unlike [9] , however, only finelevel (or the highest level) registration is employed in the tensor-guided stage, since the coarse deformation is already estimated from the tract-guided stage.
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, we performed the proposed method on both real and simulated data, and compared with DT-ITK [2] as well as F-TIMER [9] in the following.
In-Vivo Dataset
Totally, 15 DT images were acquired for our validation (Siemens Allegra scanner, b=1000s/mm 2 , flip angle 90
• , TR/TE=13,640/82ms, matrix 128×128, FoV 256×256mm 2 , slice thickness 2mm, 80 contiguous slices). One image is randomly selected to be fixed, to which other 14 moving images are normalized by affine registration. We then apply all three registration methods -DT-ITK [2] , F-TIMER [9] , and our method -to deform the 14 images to the fixed space. For quantitative evaluation, we use the Frobenius norm to measure the distance between a pair of tensors. Specifically, we compute the tensor distance for each corresponding voxel after the moving image has been deformed to the fixed space, where tissue segmentation is available. In Table 1 , the average tensor distances, as well as the respective standard deviations, of both white and grey matter voxels are listed. For white matter, our method reduces the average tensor distance by 40% over DT-ITK and 19% over F-TIMER, as p<0.01 in t-tests for both. The significantly lower tensor distance values suggest that our method is capable of DTI registration at a higher accuracy. Fig. 3 shows a specific moving image in the different stages of registration to the fixed space, via both the proposed method (top) and F-TIMER (bottom). All slices are extracted from the same position and show part of cingulums. After the tract-guided registration stage in our method, the left and the right structures are apart and thus more similar to the fixed image. The output of the tract-guided stage is further refined using tensor features in our method. On the contrary, the middle level registration in F-TIMER fails to provide a good initialization as indicated by the still-connected left and right cingulums. Fig. 3 . The moving image is registered by both our method and F-TIMER to the fixed image. The tract-guided stage of our method yields better initialization than the middle level of F-TIMER. This can be observed from the fact that the left and the right cingulums are apart using our method.
Simulated Dataset
We further evaluate the performance of the proposed method by gauging the accuracy of the estimated deformation fields. To generate a set of realistic deformation fields, we register the FA map of a randomly selected fixed image to FA maps of the other 10 images using the Demons algorithm. The estimated deformation fields are then applied to the fixed DT image to generate 10 simulated moving images. The inverse of the deformation field can hence be used as ground truth for evaluation. Across 10 simulated images, our method achieves an average deformation error of 0.637mm, much lower than 1.929mm of DT-ITK and 0.905mm of F-TIMER. The average deformation errors for the individual bundles are shown in Fig. 4 , as the improvements on all bundles achieved by our method are significant statistically compared with the other two methods. It is worth noting that the deformation model in simulating data is different with any of the three methods. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a novel DTI registration framework by combining complementary information from both tracts and tensors. Since tract and tensor features represent information of different structural scales, we decompose the registration task into two consecutive stages: (1) tract-guided registration and (2) tensor-guided registration. In the tract-guided stage, attributes extracted from bundle patterns are used to give a coarse estimation of the deformation field. This aligns the major bundles and provides a good initialization for the following tensor-guided stage, where tensor features are used to refine the registration. Evaluations with both in-vivo and simulated datasets indicate that the proposed method gives superior performance when compared with DTI registration using volumetric information alone.
